
 

  

our theme: things that grow 
 

This theme brings us opportunity to discover:  
 

\  seed and plant life cycle  

\  a nature scavenger hunt 

\  observing caterpillar to butterfly (and 

enjoying a butterfly release celebration!)  

\  creating a seed book  

\ ‘the very hungry caterpillar’  

sequencing game 

\  a word-family garden for our pre-readers 

and writers exploring the written word 

\  seed sorting with chopsticks for fine motor  

\  a leaf (and bug!) scavenger hunt 

\  nature tic-tac-toe creation and play  

\  'roll and build a flower' math activity  

\  garden vegetable printing  

\  eating a rainbow!  

\  painting rocks we find on discovery walks 

\  'add the flowers' addition game  

\  dyeing celery stalks & carnations while 

charting our results 

\  sprouting an avocado pit 

\  patterns, sequencing and so much more!  

Every day,  
we make time for: 

 

_ journaling and exploring the 

writing center  

_ weather charting and 

graphing with the calendar 

_ reading and storytelling ... 

Individually and together 

_ meeting times where we come 

together as a group  

_ nature explorations and 

dedicated discovery time  

_ exploring the art studio for 

a project or self-

exploratory time with art 

materials  

_ singing and dancing ... 

structured & spontaneous 

_ yoga poses and breathing 

_ cooking and eating and 

'family-style' gatherings 

(yum!) % 

_ time to be together and time 

to be independent  
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\ In our art studio, we'll explore 

mosaic, collage, pointillism and 

even kinetic art as we create. we’re 

diving deep into ‘perspective’ and 

how we all can view an object, yet 

create it uniquely as our eye sees 

it. Our art wall is filled with 

pictures from Monet, van Gogh, 

Rivera - and our own artists - 

with their ‘perspectives’ of a 

sunflower! come and join us with 

your own creation % 
 

_ we're also weaving ribbons on home 

crafted looms 

_ exploring and creating with 

cornstarch clay  

_ and adding, as always, to our group 

themed-mural in the discovery room 

our school at home ( ourschoolathomeblog.wordpress.com ) 

 

we're exploring these books: 
"Growing Vegetable Soup" by Lois Elhert 

"Planting a Rainbow" by Lois Elhert 

"The Tiny Seed" by Eric Carle 

"What's This? A Seed's Story" by Caroline Mockford  

"Red Are the Apples" by Wade Zahares 

"Walter the Baker" by Eric Carle 

"Apples A to Z" by Margaret McNamara 

"Butterflies" a National Geographic KIDS book 

"Caterpillar to Butterfly" a National Geographic KIDS book 

"The Gigantic Turnip" by Aleksei Tolstoy 

"The Carrot Seed" by Ruth Krauss 

"From Seed to Plant" by Gail Gibbons 

"van Gogh and the Sunflowers" by Laurence Anholt 

"Camille and the Sunflowers" by Laurence Anholt 

"Katie and the Sunflowers" by James Mayhew  

"Sunflower House" by Eve Bunting 

"Grandpa's Garden" by Stella Fry and Sheila Moxley  

"DK Readers: Tale of a Tadpole" by Karen Wallace 

 

 to purchase award-winning books though Barefoot Books, 

please visit: www.ReadingBarefootinBoston.com  

or if you're local, reach out to Liz directly at 

Liz@ReadingBarefootinBoston.com or 617-359-1774 

... cornstarch clay ...  
(as a gluten-free school, we're dedicated to providing a safe, GF experience for every child) 

1 cup cornstarch 

1/2 cup white glue 

:: mix both ingredients completely 

:: add extra corn starch or glue to get a workable consistency 

:: store in plastic wrap/bag - this mixture should last for months 

:: projects can be air dried - try rolling out thinly and using cookie 

cutters for your desired shape (using a straw to put a small hole 

for hanging, if desired) 

:: leave overnight to dry - can be painted and decorated once dry 

we made these wonderful  

glitter butterflies with 

cornstarch clay --here's how 

you can too: 

http://nurturestore.co.uk/glitter-

butterfly-craft 
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